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Background/ Introduction
1.

Planning permission for the waste and metals recycling facility was issued
in 2013 and involved the consolidation of the applicant’s three separate
waste sites into a new site off Holditch Road, Chesterton. The site was
brought into use in December 2018 subject to 55 planning conditions
attached to the planning permission and obligations required by a section
106 agreement (see ‘relevant Planning History’ below).

Site and Surroundings
2.

The site is located approximately 3 kilometres northwest from Newcastleunder-Lyme town centre within Chesterton and adjacent to the Lymedale
Business Park as shown on the plan accompanying this report.

3.

The permitted waste facility involves 6.6. hectares of land. Access to the
site is via Holditch Road which connects either to London Road or Brymbo
Road which both provide access to the A34.

4.

Along the western, southern and eastern boundaries of the site are other
business premises but to the north of the site are residential properties.
The nearest residential properties on Broadmeadow Court are
predominantly bungalows for retired persons. These properties are
situated about 90 to 100 metres to the north of the recycling building
although some properties are adjacent to the boundary of the site’s
vehicle storage area.

Figure 1: Extract from plan accompanying the report showing site location
and surroundings.

Summary of Proposals
5.

The proposed amendments to condition 13 are to enable extended
working hours as explained as follows (see changes in bold):
Weekdays

6.

It is proposed to extend the hours of operation:
From:
07:00 to 18:00 hours Monday to Friday
To:
07:00 to 19:00 hours Monday to Friday

7.

The applicant/ operator does not propose to increase the throughput of
waste or number of vehicle movements but proposes that the additional
hour in the evening would relieve the concentration of activity at a time
when the local highway network is busy. The additional hour would also
allow more time for maintenance activities and site preparation for the
next working day.

Saturday afternoons, Sundays, and Bank/ Public holidays
8.

It is also proposed to extend the hours of operation at a weekend:
From:
07:00 to 13:00 hours on Saturdays; and,
No operations on Sundays as well as Bank/ Public holidays.
To:
07:00 to 17:00 hours Saturdays; and,
08:00 hrs – 13:00 hours on Sundays and Bank/ Public holidays.

9.

Proposed extended operational hours on Saturdays (13:00 to 17:00
hours) and on Sundays and Bank/ Public Holidays would be restricted to
the following:
a)

Vehicle maintenance which would be carried out inside the main
recycling and sorting building with the outer facing doors closed. The
outer facing doors would only be opened for emergencies during
these hours.

b)

Deliveries of waste from works connected with highway maintenance
on behalf of the Highway Authority and loading of materials for
highway works within the main yard area together with associated
handling of materials by mechanical shovel.

c)
10.

Deposits of waste from highway works would be limited to no more
than 20 loads per day.

Monitoring of activities on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and Bank/ Public
holidays would be the responsibility of the site foreman. A total of no
more than 5 operatives would be present on site – a weighbridge
operator, a loading shovel operator, plus up to 3 further operatives
comprising site supervisor and/ or maintenance technician(s). All
operatives would be instructed to minimise noise generation on the site.

Figure 2: Extract from ‘Agent’s note to clarify the proposed hours’
showing location of operations within site.

Figure 3: View from rear of property at Broadmeadow Court of recycling
and sorting building showing position of doors on north facing elevation.

11.

The application is accompanied by the following documents including:
•

Waste Development Statement

•

Revised Noise Assessment

•

Agent’s note to clarify the proposed hours

•

Elevations

The Applicant’s Case
12.

Regarding the proposed additional hour on weekday evenings, this part of
the proposal would have a clear benefit to the operator but would also
provide a less intrusive operation for neighbours and users of the road
network particularly during the period between 17:00 and 18:00 on
weekdays. The extension of time would allow the planning of vehicles
returning to the site to be over a more extended period spreading the
current concentration of vehicle returns.

13.

The additional hours also provide time for maintenance on plant and
machinery as well as an opportunity to meet the requirements of the
Highways Authority associated with Saturday afternoon, Sunday and
Bank/ Public Holiday highway maintenance works. The applicant proposes
to restrict activities on the site on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and
Bank/ Public Holidays so that there is no impact on neighbours.
Relevant Planning History

14.

N.12/03/2018 W dated 19 August 2013 – Permission for construction of a
Waste and Metals Recycling facility (erection of a mixed waste recycling
and sorting building with engineering and repair workshop, ancillary office
and welfare blocks, metal processing, vehicle and skip storage,
earthworks, perimeter landscaping and acoustic barriers).

15.

The above permission is accompanied by a Section 106 Legal Agreement
(S106) dated 14 August 2013 which includes obligations relating to traffic
routes; arrangements for a liaison committee; a transport infrastructure
contribution; travel plan monitoring fee; dust monitoring; and local
employment.

16.

The following details have also been approved/ acknowledged in
association with the above permission:
•

N.12/03/2018 W D1 dated 12 October 2015 – Approval of submission
of details in compliance with Conditions 6, 9, 10 and 35 of planning
permission N.12/03/2018 W relating to Construction Environmental
Management Plan (Condition 6), water management and emergency

management plan (Condition 9), site remediation strategy for ground
contamination (Condition 10) and the acoustic properties of the
recycling building (Condition 35).
•

N.12/03/2018 W D2 dated 12 October 2015 – Approval of submission
of details in compliance with conditions 19, 51 and 53 of planning
permission N.12/03/2018 W relating to access to the site (Condition
19), invasive plant method statement (Condition 51) and programme
of archaeological recording (Condition 53).

•

N.12/03/2018 W D3 dated 12 October 2015 – Approval of submission
of details in compliance with condition 50 and 52 of planning
permission N.12/03/2018 W relating to protected species and
breeding birds.

•

N.12/03/2018 W D5 dated 12 September 2019 – Acknowledgement
of details in compliance with condition 2(b) of planning permission
N.12/03/2018 W relating to the date when the development was
brought in to use.

•

N.12/03/2018 W D4 dated 1 July 2020 – Approval of submission of
details in compliance with conditions 20 (Parking, servicing and
turning); 26 (Wheel washing facilities); 27 (Road sweeping); 36
(Noise monitoring scheme); 37 (Noise management plan), 41 (Dust
Management Plan), 43 (Odour management plan) and 44 (Pest
control scheme) of planning permission N.12/03/2018 W.

•

N.12/03/2018 W D6 dated 1 July 2020 – Approval of submission of
details in compliance with Condition 45 of planning permission
N.12/03/2018 W relating to a surface water drainage scheme.

•

N.12/03/2018 W D7 dated 1 July 2020 – Approval of submission of
details in compliance with Condition 48 of planning permission
N.12/03/2018 W relating to a landscaping and biodiversity
enhancement scheme.

•

N.12/03/2018 W D8 dated 1 July 2020 – Approval of submission of
details in compliance with Condition 54 of planning permission
N.12/03/2018 W relating to a Sustainability Assessment for the
Waste and Metals Recycling Centre.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
17.

As the proposed development (could fall within) the applicable thresholds
and criteria for screening for EIA development (ref. Schedules 1 and 2 to
the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017), the County Council has issued a “Screening Opinion”
which concluded that the proposed development is not EIA development
and therefore the planning application need not be accompanied by an

Environmental Statement (ref: SCC/21/0014/EIA-SCR dated 19 January
2022).

Findings of Consultations
Internal
18.

Highways Development Control (on behalf of the Highways Authority)
(HA) – no objections.

19.

Noise Engineer – no objections subject to conditions relating to limits on
activities proposed on a Sunday and a limit on the number of Sundays
within a year that the facility can be used.

20.

Regulation Team – no objections subject to conditions to update the
approved site layout plan and details of the main recycling building; and
to update landscaping requirements.

21.

The Regulation Team commented that the main building on site has not
been constructed in accordance with the approved elevations, and of note
is that the building includes large roller doors on its rear elevation. It
should be noted that the latest submission now includes updated building
elevations showing the doors. The opening of these doors contributes to
complaints from neighbours as it results in the building not forming an
effective noise screen. It is recommended that a condition be added to the
permission to ensure that these doors are kept closed when not in use.
External

22.

Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council (Planning and Environmental
Health) - no responses received.

23.

Environment Agency (EA) – confirmed that they have no comments.

Publicity and Representations
24.

Site notice: YES

Press notice: YES

25.

192 neighbour notification letters were sent out and 17 representations
have been received. The representations referred to the concerns
summarised below:
•

The increased impact on local roads including mud deposited on
roads.

•

Noise during the extended hours.

•

Loss of guaranteed quiet time on Saturday afternoon and Sundays.

•

Increased dust and air emissions.

26.

•

Failure to implement landscaping around the boundary of the site.

•

Failure to comply with existing conditions including current hours of
operation.

•

The effect on the health of local residents.

•

The cumulative impact from other development in terms of noise,
dust, odour and light pollution.

•

The potential to increase the capacity of the site which would lead to
more traffic.

In response to objections received and correspondence from the local
County and Borough councillors, a site meeting was held with the
applicant involving local representatives, and following this meeting, the
applicant’s agent submitted a note providing clarification on the nature of
operations that would be carried out during the proposed extended hours.
Everyone who previously made representations was notified about the
additional information in November 2021, but no additional
representations were received.

The development plan policies (and proposals) and the
other material planning considerations relevant to this
decision
27.

National Planning Practice Guidance – Determining planning application How must decisions on applications for planning permission be made?
explains that:
‘To the extent that development plan policies are material to an
application for planning permission the decision must be taken in
accordance with the development plan unless there are material
considerations that indicate otherwise.
The National Planning Policy Framework represents up-to-date
government planning policy and is a material consideration that
must be taken into account where it is relevant to a planning
application or appeal. This includes the presumption in favour of
development found at paragraph 11 [not 14 as stated] of the
[National Planning Policy] Framework. If decision takers choose not
to follow the National Planning Policy Framework, where it is a
material consideration, clear and convincing reasons for doing so
are needed.’

28.

Appendix 1 lists the development plan policies (and proposals) and the
other material planning considerations, relevant to this decision.

Observations
29.

Having given careful consideration to the application and supporting
information, including the information subsequently received, the
consultee comments and the representations received the relevant
development plan policies and the other material considerations, referred
to above, the key issues are considered to be:
•

Any material changes to development plan policy considerations and
other material considerations (including the site and surroundings).

•

The matters raised by consultees and in the representations.

•

The need to review and update the planning conditions

Any material changes to development plan policy considerations
and other material considerations (including the site and
surroundings))
30.

When determining an application to vary a planning permission, national
planning guidance [refer to Annex A: summary comparison table of the
section ‘Flexible options for planning permissions’] advises that local
planning authorities should focus their attention on national and
development plan policies and other material considerations which may
have changed significantly since the original grant of permission.

31.

Commentary: Current limits on the hours of operation were imposed to
protect the amenity of neighbours in accordance with Policy 4 of the
Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Waste Local Plan (WLP); Section 11
[now Section 15] in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF); and,
Paragraph 32 in PPS10 [replaced by National Planning Policy for Waste
(2014)].

32.

The original planning application for the site was approved by the
Planning Committee in November 2012 and although the NPPF has been
revised and national policy for waste has been reviewed since the
approval of the planning application, none of the policy changes are
material to the consideration of this application.

33.

The Holditch waste facility was brought into use in December 2018 and
the site has not been fully developed in accordance with approved plans.
For example, there are sections of the main recycling and sorting building
yet to be constructed. It is understood that additional investment is
required to complete the full layout of the buildings.

34.

The layout for waste and maintenance operations within the recycling and
sorting building has been amended and the positions of doors into the
building has changed to serve the amended layout. The position of doors
on the north facing elevation of the building is a concern to residents to

the north of the site in terms of reducing the effect of the building in
mitigating noisy operations. This change to the development has been
considered with the Regulation Team and while it is considered not
expedient to enforce the removal of these doors (having identified no
breach of approved noise levels through monitoring), it is recommended
that the site operator submits a revised site layout plan for the approval
of the Waste Planning Authority and that restrictions on the use of the
doors are adopted as recommended below.
35.

There have been changes to the surrounding area in that a waste facility
on land adjoining the application site which was under the control of the
applicant has now ceased as required by a section 106 legal agreement.
That site is now in a commercial use.

36.

Conclusion: Having regard to the relevant development planning policy
and other material considerations (including the site and surroundings)
referred to above, it is reasonable to conclude that there have been no
significant material changes since the grant of the original permission
related to the consideration of this application. There have been changes
that need to be considered, however, in terms of the actual construction
of the recycling building and these are considered in the following
observations.
The matters raised by consultees and in the representations

37.

As indicated above, no technical consultees have objected to the
proposal, but 17 representations have been received in respect of the
application that raise concerns about the proposals.

38.

The issues of concern relate mainly to the impact on local amenity and
these concerns should be considered in the context of the requirements of
Policy 4.2 (Protection of environmental quality) of the WLP, Section 15
(Conserving and enhancing the natural environment) of the NPPF and
Paragraph 7 together with Appendix B of the National Planning Policy for
Waste.

39.

Furthermore, paragraph 81 of the NPPF states that:
‘Significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic
growth and productivity, taking into account both local business
needs and wider opportunities for development.’

40.

Noise: Residents are concerned about the proposed extended hours in
terms of prolonging noisy activities within the site particularly in relation
to extending operating hours on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and Bank/
Public holidays. The concern is that the noise impact would affect
residential amenity.

41.

The application is supported with a noise impact assessment which

assesses the impact of noise from the site during the proposed extended
hours at three locations as identified in the approved noise monitoring
scheme for the site i.e. at Broadmeadow Court, Loomer Road and London
Road. The report concludes that:
•

There is unlikely to be any perceptible increase in noise from the
proposed extension of hours on weekdays and Saturday afternoons;
and,

•

As the proposed activities on a Sunday and Bank/ Public holiday are
significantly different to normal site operations on Mondays to
Saturdays, they will not result in no more than a ‘low impact’ at
nearby dwellings.

42.

Having considered the noise impact assessment, the County Council’s
noise engineer raises no objections to the proposal given the screening
effect of the recycling building but recommends conditions to protect local
amenity. These conditions include a limit on the number of loads
deposited on the site on Sundays and Bank/ Public holidays; and a limit
on the number of Sundays the facility can be used during the year.

43.

Residents and councillors representing the local community are mainly
concerned about the extension of hours at the weekends and on Bank/
Public holidays. In response, the applicant has confirmed that the
proposed extended hours for weekends and Bank/ Public holidays would
be used for limited operations only.

44.

Firstly, these operations would include the maintenance of plant and
vehicles which would be carried out inside the main building with outer
facing doors closed.

45.

Secondly, the site would only be used to receive waste from highway
maintenance works carried out on behalf of the County Council as the
Highway Authority. The facility would, therefore, support public works
which are carried out at times to minimise disruption on the public
highway; there would be no need to double handle the waste; and the
waste would be managed at a local facility. As the works would not be
carried out on every weekend during the year, in accordance with the
Noise Engineer’s advice, it is recommended that a condition limits the
number of weekends to 26 occasions in any calendar year. In addition, it
is recommended that the number of lorry movements involved with the
deposit of highways maintenance waste on a Saturday afternoon, Sunday
or Bank/Public holiday should be limited to a maximum of 40 (20
movements in and 20 movements out). These conditions would provide
flexibility for the applicant to accommodate the highway contracts but
provide an assurance that the extended hours are associated with the
occasional requirements of the highway contracts rather than providing a
facility for regular general use.

46.

In considering the impact of noise, the noise assessment takes into
account that the large recycling and maintenance building provides a
barrier between noise generating activities and residential properties,
particularly those situated on Broadmeadow Court to the north of the
building. Having regard to the position of the doors on the north facing
elevation of the building, however, it would be necessary to recommend a
condition to require these roller doors to be closed when the building is
used for vehicle maintenance works at a weekend. The closed doors
would also maintain a screen for the operations associated with the
delivery of highway waste which would be carried out within the main
yard area south of the building.

47.

Dust and odours: There is an approved Dust Management Plan (ref:
N.12/03/2018 W D4) and operations associated with the off-loading of
highway waste would be required to comply with the approved plan. The
proposals should not increase any risk associated with dust and do not
involve wastes that would cause odour. In relation to odour, the
Environmental Permit for the site as regulated by the Environment
Agency imposes controls on odour by requiring the operator to implement
an Odour Management Plan.

48.

Traffic: The applicant has confirmed that no changes are proposed
relating to the quantities of waste throughput allowed at the site
(condition 14). It was proposed and a condition is recommended to limit
vehicle movements associated with the delivery of highway wastes to be
limited to a maximum of 40 per day, which is significantly less than the
weekday daily limit of 546 for a full working day (condition 24). A
representation raised concerns about the deposit of mud on the roads.
The approved Dust Management Plan includes a requirement that vehicles
use wheel washing facilities and in addition, there is the option to use a
road sweeper. Traffic using the waste facility should also follow a specified
route to and from the site in accordance with the requirements of the
section 106 legal agreement. The specified route ensures that vehicles do
not pass residential areas in the vicinity of the site.

49.

Lighting: The provision of lighting within the site is subject to approved
details and should be positioned so as not to cause nuisance to the
occupiers of nearby properties. The proposed extension of hours in the
evening increases the requirement for lighting during the winter months
but in any event, the lighting used should be installed and operated to
minimise glare. This matter can also be monitored and if necessary,
brought to the attention of the operator at site liaison committee
meetings.

50.

Conclusion: Having regard to the policy, guidance, consultee comments
and representations, referred to earlier and above, it is reasonable to
conclude that the proposed extension of operating hours would not give
rise to any materially harmful impacts subject to the existing, updated,

and additional conditions recommended below.
The need to review and update the planning conditions
51.

The NPPF (Section 4, paragraph 54) states that local planning authorities
should consider whether otherwise unacceptable development could be
made acceptable through conditions. Paragraph 55 of the NPPF explains
that:
‘Planning conditions should be kept to a minimum and only imposed
where they are necessary, relevant to planning and to the
development to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable in
all other respects’.
The Planning Practice Guidance states that:
‘To assist with clarity decision notices for the grant of planning
permission under section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 should also repeat the relevant conditions from the original
planning permission, unless they have already been discharged’
(Planning Practice Guidance, Flexible options for planning
permissions; How can a proposal that has planning permission be
amended?, What is the effect of a grant of permission?, paragraph
015).
The Planning Practice Guidance also states that:
‘In granting permission under section 73 the local planning authority
may also impose new conditions – provided the conditions do not
materially alter the development that was subject to the original
permission and are conditions which could have been imposed on the
earlier planning permission’ (Planning Practice Guidance, Use of
planning conditions, The use of pre-commencement conditions, How
are conditions treated under section 73?, paragraph: 040).

52.

Commentary: In this case, the extant planning permission was granted in
2013. Having regard to the above guidance, most of the conditions
remain relevant. Having regard to the approval of details and matters
referred to above, it is considered to be reasonable and necessary to
update the following conditions:
•
•
•
•

Condition 1 (Definition of permission)- update to refer to approved
details and this application.
Condition 2 (Commencement) – update now that development has
commenced.
Condition 5 (Display of conditions) – delete as included as
informative.
Condition 6 (Construction and environmental management plan) –

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

delete as site has been substantially constructed.
Condition 7 and 8 (Storage of surplus excavation wastes from
construction of site) – delete as site has been substantially
constructed.
Condition 9 (Water management and emergency management plan)
– update to refer to approved plan (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D1) .
Condition 10 (Site remediation strategy for ground contamination) –
update to refer to approved strategy given that parts of permitted
site remain to be developed (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D1).
Condition 13 (Hours of operation) update limits on hours of operation
to allow extended hours subject to restrictions on the operations/
activities to be carried out, that no more than 26 weekends in any
one calendar year shall be allowed for the delivery of waste from
highway contracts, and that on weekends including Bank/ Public
holidays the north facing doors on the recycling/ maintenance
building shall be kept closed.
Add condition requiring a review of the ‘Proposed Layout of Waste
Management Station’ drawing (dwg no. 2810/2F rev F) including use
of doors on north facing elevation of recycling building, for the
approval of the Waste Planning Authority within 6 months of the date
of the new permission.
Condition 17 (Definition of operations) – update to refer to outside
storage of highway wastes in accordance with the approved site
layout plan and any approved revised layout plan.
Condition 19 (Site access) – update to refer to approved details (ref:
N.12/03/2018 W D2).
Condition 20 (Parking, servicing and turning areas) – update to refer
to approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 23 (Record keeping) – update to add requirement to record
each weekend used for receiving waste from highway contracts and
the number of vehicle movements associated with the delivery of
that waste.
Condition 24 (Vehicle movement limit) – update to refer to no more
than 40 vehicle movements on a Saturday afternoon (1300 – 1700
hours), or Sunday, or Bank/ Public holiday.
Condition 26 (Wheel washing facilities) – update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 27 (Road sweeping) – update to refer to approved details
(ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 31 (Layout for stockpiles of materials) - update to refer to
the approved site layout plan and any approved revised layout plan.
Condition 32 (Skip storage) - update to refer to the approved site
layout plan and any approved revised layout plan.
Condition 35 (Acoustic properties of the recycling building) - update
to refer to approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D1).
Condition 36 (Noise monitoring scheme) - update to refer to
approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 37 (Noise management plan) - update to refer to approved

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

53.

details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4) and require a review of the plan to
be submitted within 12 months of the date of the new permission
taking into account approved revised site layout plan.
Condition 41 (Dust management plan) - update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 43 (Odour management plan) – Delete as this requirement
is now covered by an Environmental Permit regulated by the
Environment Agency.
Condition 44 (Pest control scheme) - update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 45 (Surface water drainage scheme) - update to refer to
approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D6).
Condition 46 (Storage of oils, fuels or chemicals) - delete as included
as informative.
Condition 48 (Landscaping and biodiversity enhancement scheme) –
require review of approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D7) within 6
months of the date of the new permission.
Condition 50 (Protected species method statement) – update to refer
to approved details (ref:N.12/03/2018 W D3).
Condition 51 (Invasive plant species method statement) – update to
refer to approved details (ref:N.12/03/2018 W D3).
Condition 52 (Bird surveys) – delete as no longer necessary as site
construction has commenced.
Condition 53 (Archaeological survey) – delete as no longer necessary
as site construction has commenced.
Condition 54 (BREEAM or equivalent assessment) – update to refer to
approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D8).
Condition 55 (Reduction in CO2 emissions) – update to review
timescale for submission so that submission is made within 6 months
of the date of the new permission.

Conclusion: Having regard to the policies and guidance referred to above,
it is concluded that it is reasonable and necessary to recommend the
updates to the existing conditions referred to above and below.

Overall Conclusion
54.

Overall, as an exercise of judgement, taking the relevant up-to-date
development plan policies as a whole and having given consideration to
application, the supporting information, including the information
subsequently received, the consultee comments, the representations and
the other material considerations, all referred to above, it is reasonable to
conclude that the proposed development accords with the development
plan and as such represents sustainable development, and there are no
clear and convincing reasons to indicate that the application for planning
permission should not be permitted.

Recommendation
Permit the application to vary condition 13 of permission N.12/03/2018
W to extend the hours of operation subject to conditions.
The conditions to be updated to include the following:
Condition 1 (Definition of the Consent) updated to refer to this
application and approved documents.
Condition 2 (Commencement) – update now that development has
commenced.
Condition 5 (Display of conditions) – delete as included as
informative.
Condition 6 (Construction and Environmental Management Plan) –
delete as site has been substantially constructed.
Condition 7 and 8 (Storage of surplus excavation wastes from
construction of site) – delete as site has been substantially
constructed.
Condition 9 (Water management and emergency management
plan) – update to refer to approved plan (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D1) .
Condition 10 (Site remediation strategy for ground contamination)
– update to refer to approved strategy given that parts of permitted site
remain to be developed (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D1).
Condition 13 (Hours of operation) - update to limit on hours of
operation as follows:
No waste operations or associated activities shall be carried out other
than as follows:
a)

Other than the exceptions in Condition 13 (b) and (c), no
delivery, handling, treatment and export of wastes including
maintenance of plant and machinery, shall take place other than
between the following hours:
•
•

b)

0700 to 1900 Mondays to Fridays,
0700 to 1300 on Saturdays.

No such operations shall be carried out on Saturdays (after 1300
hours), Sundays and Bank/ Public holidays except for:
i.

Vehicle and plant maintenance which shall be carried out

inside the building (coloured green on Plan 0021HMM) and
with the doors on the north facing elevation kept closed;
and,
ii.

The delivery of waste derived from highway maintenance
works carried out on behalf of the County Council (acting as
the Highway Authority); and shall be restricted to the
following hours:
•
•

c)

1300 to 1700 on a Saturday, and
0800 to 1300 on Sundays or Bank/ Public holidays

The unloading of waste derived from highway maintenance
works carried out on behalf of the County Council (acting as the
Highway Authority) shall take place on no more than 26
weekends in any calendar year.

Add new condition requiring submission of a review of the ‘Proposed
Layout of Waste Management Station’ drawing (dwg no. 2810/2F rev F)
including use of doors on north facing elevation of recycling building, for
the approval of the Waste Planning Authority within 6 months of the date
of the new permission.
Condition 17 (Definition of operations) – update to refer to outside
storage of highway maintenance wastes in accordance with the approved
site layout plan and any approved revised layout plan.
Condition 19 (Site access) – update to refer to approved details (ref:
N.12/03/2018 W D2).
Condition 20 (Parking, servicing and turning areas) – update to
refer to approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
•

Condition 23 (Record keeping) – update to add requirement to record
each weekend used for receiving waste from highway contracts and the
number of vehicle movements associated with the delivery of that waste.
Condition 24 (Vehicle movement limit) – update to refer to no more
than 40 vehicle movements (20 in and 20 out) on a Saturday afternoon
(1300 – 1700 hours), or Sunday, or Bank/ Public holiday.
Condition 26 (Wheel washing facilities) – update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 27 (Road sweeping) – update to refer to approved details
(ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 31 (Layout for stockpiles of materials) - update to refer to

the approved site layout plan and any approved revised layout plan.
Condition 32 (Skip storage) - update to refer to the approved site
layout plan and any approved revised layout plan.
Condition 35 (Acoustic properties of the recycling building) update to refer to approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D1).
Condition 36 (Noise Monitoring Scheme) - update to refer to
approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 37 (Noise Management Plan) - update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4) and require a review of the plan to be
submitted within 12 months of the date of the new permission taking into
account approved revised site layout plan.
Condition 41 (Dust Management Plan) - update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 43 (Odour Management Plan) – Delete as this requirement
is now covered by an Environmental Permit regulated by the Environment
Agency.
Condition 44 (Pest Control Scheme) - update to refer to approved
details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D4).
Condition 45 (Surface Water Drainage Scheme) - update to refer to
approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D6).
Condition 46 (Storage of oils, fuels or chemicals) - delete as
included as informative.
Condition 48 (Landscaping and Biodiversity Enhancement
Scheme) – require review of approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D7)
within 6 months of the date of the new permission.
Condition 50 (Protected Species Method Statement) – update to
refer to approved details (ref:N.12/03/2018 W D3).
Condition 51 (Invasive Plant Species Method Statement) – update
to refer to approved details (ref:N.12/03/2018 W D3).
Condition 52 (Bird surveys) – delete as no longer necessary as site
construction has commenced.
Condition 53 (Archaeological survey) – delete as no longer necessary
as site construction has commenced.

Condition 54 (BREEAM or equivalent assessment) – update to refer
to approved details (ref: N.12/03/2018 W D8).
Condition 55 (Reduction in CO2 emissions) – update to review
timescale for submission so that submission is made within 6 months of
the date of the new permission.

Case Officer: Matthew Griffin - Tel: (01785) 277275
email: mat.griffin@staffordshire.gov.uk
Due to current Coronavirus restriction, the list of background papers for
this report is only available on request by email sent to
planning@stafforshire.gov.uk and can only be provided by email.

Appendix 1 The development plan policies (and proposals)
and the other material planning considerations, relevant to
this decision
The development plan policies and proposals
Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent Joint Waste Local Plan (2010 – 2026)
(adopted 22 March 2013):
•

Policy 4: Sustainable design and protection and improvement of
environmental quality
o

Policy 4.2 Protection of environmental quality

A 5-year review of the Waste Local Plan, completed in December 2018,
concluded that there is no need to update the plan policies and therefore they
continue to carry weight in the determination of planning applications for waste
development.
Newcastle-under-Lyme and Stoke-on-Trent Core Spatial Strategy (adopted 28
October 2009)
•

CSP1: Design Quality.

Newcastle-under-Lyme Local Plan (2011) (saved policies)
•

E4: London Road, Chesterton;

The other material planning considerations
•

National Planning Policy Framework (updated July 2021):
o
o
o
o

•

2: Achieving sustainable development
4: Decision-making
9: Promoting sustainable transport
15: Conserving and enhancing the natural environment;

Planning Practice Guidance
o
o
o
o

•

Section
Section
Section
Section

Light pollution
Noise
Use of planning conditions
Waste

Determining planning applications

Regulatory regimes

National Planning Policy for Waste (published on 16 October 2014)

o
o

Determining planning applications (paragraph 7)
Appendix B – locational criteria:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

protection of water quality and resources and flood risk
management
land instability
landscape and visual impacts
nature conservation
conserving the historic environment
traffic and access
air emissions
odours
vermin and birds
noise, light and vibration
litter
potential land use conflict

Return to Observation section of the report.

